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Abstract
Tech-enabled interpersonal abuse (IPA) is a pervasive problem. Abusers, often intimate partners, use tools such as spyware to surveil and harass victim-survivors. Unfortunately, anecdotal evidence suggests that smart, Internet-connected devices such as home thermostats, cameras, and Bluetooth item finders may similarly be used against victim-survivors of IPA. To tackle abuse involving smart devices, it is vital that we understand the ecosystem of smart devices that enable IPA. Thus, in this work, we conduct a large-scale qualitative analysis of the smart devices used in IPA. We systematically crawl Google Search results to uncover web pages discussing how abusers use smart devices to enact IPA. By analyzing these web pages, we identify 32 devices used for IPA and detail the varied strategies abusers use for spying and harassment via these devices. Then, we design a framework—abuse vectors—which conceptualizes IoT-enabled IPA as four overarching patterns: Covert Spying, Unauthorized Access, Repurposing, and Intended Use. Using this lens, we pinpoint the necessary solutions required to address each vector of IoT abuse and encourage the security community to take action.

1 Introduction
Smart, Internet-connected devices (i.e., IoT devices) such as smart speakers, smart plugs, switches, locks, cameras, and thermostats are gaining popularity in the US and around the world. As of 2019, 69% of US households had at least one smart home device, and 12% had multiple smart devices in their household [56]. Smart devices provide convenience (e.g., remotely changing the temperature), efficiency (e.g., automating lighting schedules), and peace of mind (e.g., viewing home security feeds from afar). As a result, the adoption of smart devices in homes, cars, and elsewhere is growing rapidly, and the number of smart devices is expected to double by 2025 [90]. Although smart devices can be beneficial for many households, recent news stories indicate that they can also be used for malicious purposes [11, 93]. For instance, people have used AirTags and Apple Watches to track individuals without their consent [14, 22, 50, 55, 59]; in another case [23], a man remotely accessed his ex-boyfriend’s Ring doorbell to spy on him and ring the doorbell in the middle of the night. These troubling anecdotes are instances of smart device-enabled interpersonal abuse (IPA), where abusive intimate partners, family members, friends, roommates, and coworkers (among others) leverage smart devices to spy on and harass their targets. We refer to this phenomenon as IoT abuse.

Despite the prevalence of IoT abuse, academic work in this area is still emerging. Some scholars [49, 51, 53, 62, 80, 81] have begun to study IoT abuse in the context of intimate partner violence (IPV) (a particularly prevalent form of IPA [75, 76]); for example, Tanczer et al. reported on real cases of IoT abuse gleaned from interviews with advocates and victim-survivors. However, no work has empirically measured the role of different smart devices in IPA, nor has any work attempted to systematize our understanding of IoT abuse. Without a more thorough understanding of the problem, it is challenging to detect and prevent IoT abuse.

Thus, in this work, we fill this gap by empirically studying evidence of IoT abuse online, then systematizing IoT abuse into four broad patterns (abuse vectors). We ask three main research questions:

1. What types of smart devices have been (or can be) involved in interpersonal abuse?
2. Which properties of smart devices enable abuse?
3. How can we conceptualize the problem of IoT abuse to better guide mitigations?

Empirically studying IoT abuse is challenging because such cases are often not reported to or recorded by authorities [11]. Therefore, there is no formal archive of IoT abuse incidents which can be used to systematically understand how smart devices are being abused. Following prior work [18, 88], we hypothesize that IoT abuse incidents are posted online, mak-

---

We refer to people who have experienced IPA as “victim-survivors.” This phrasing is inclusive of the varied ways people refer to their experiences of abuse [12], and has been used in prior work [73].
Based on our framework, we detail several solutions.

1. We design a novel framework, which succinctly captures this broad space of IoT abuse.
2. We perform a large-scale, systematic survey of web content for evidence of IoT-enabled interpersonal abuse. Our analysis uncovers a wide variety of devices used for abuse, including many not reported in previous work.
3. Based on our framework, we detail several solutions needed to tackle each vector of IoT abuse.

2 Background & Related Work

Interpersonal abuse (IPA), also called interpersonal violence, is “the intentional use of physical force or power against other persons by an individual or small group of individuals” [58]. IPA can include physical violence, but also emotional or sexual abuse [58]. According to the CDC, one in three women and one in four men in the US have experienced some form of physical IPA by an intimate partner [75, 76]. Lately, abusers are using technology to conduct IPA [10, 45, 57, 68, 83, 88].

2.1 Technology-Facilitated Abuse

Several prior works [18, 26–28, 34, 57, 88] have reported that abusers regularly use seemingly benign applications and web services to spy on, stalk, harass, intimidate, and control their targets. Many spyware tools and benign apps are available for Android and iOS which allow the abuser to collect private data from the victim-survivor’s device, including recorded calls, smart messages, and current location [2, 18]. These applications (a.k.a. “creepware”) exist not only for spying, but also for harassment [68]. Unfortunately, technology-based intimate partner surveillance using these tools is promoted and discussed in online forums [88].

Tech-facilitated IPA (also referred to as tech abuse [73]) can be emotionally and psychologically harmful to victim-survivors yet can easily be conducted without technical expertise [26]. To compound the problem, the context of tech abuse is complex [57], and stakeholders like victim service providers (VSPs) are often ill-equipped to handle cases involving technology [27]. Fortunately, technology researchers have begun to design “clinical computer security” [34] solutions for survivors of tech abuse [25, 34, 89], albeit focusing only on mobile device-based abuse.

2.2 Tensions with Shared Smart Devices

We use the term smart devices—or IoT devices, used interchangeably in this paper—broadly to refer to any consumer device that can directly or indirectly (via another device) communicate information over the Internet. This includes smart speakers, door locks, smart appliances, thermostats, security cameras, vehicles, item finders, and more. We do not include general-purpose computing devices such as laptops, tablets, and smartphones unless they are used in conjunction with another (special-purpose) smart device. Some smart devices such as Tile [84] and AirTag [37] might not have direct Internet access, but they can communicate via other nearby devices, such as a phone, tablet, or an IoT Hub.

As smart devices grow more commonplace in shared environments like the home, it has become clear that these devices exist in a nuanced socio-technical context. For instance, control over smart home devices is imbalanced among users; the person who installs these devices usually has more power over them [16, 29, 94]. This power imbalance can extend...
or exacerbate existing power dynamics in (potentially abusive) household relationships [9]. Users have also expressed privacy concerns about smart home devices, such as Alexa and other smart speakers [96]; since these speakers continuously listen to users, people question the data collected by these devices [48]. Although users are aware of these privacy issues, researchers point out that many of them are not concerned enough [94, 95]. Additionally, work on users’ privacy perceptions of IoT devices has not considered the threat of interpersonal abusers, as Geeng and Roesner point out [29]. This is a ripe pretext for abuse.

### 2.3 Smart Devices & IPA

Only recently, researchers have started looking into how smart devices are being used for IPA. Some articles broadly outline the potential for smart device abuse; for example, Levy and Schneier [51] discuss several technological “intimate threats,” many involving smart devices. However, they did not collect empirical data to support their findings. Other work identifies key aspects of this IoT-enabled abuse—or IoT abuse—but does not aim to characterize the problem as a whole. Leitão et al. [49] performed a co-design study with survivors of IPV, guiding participants to envision potential vectors for IoT abuse and propose solutions; Parkin et al. [62] evaluated two common smart speakers with a novel usability assessment, revealing opportunities for IoT abuse; and Tanczer et al. [80, 81] and Lopez-Neria et al. [53] interviewed advocates in order to learn about real-world cases of IoT abuse. Finally, Slupska and Tanczer [74] outlined an IPA threat model for device manufacturers to reference during design.

Prior work has approached the problem of IoT abuse from multiple angles. However, crucially, the research community still lacks a strong conceptual understanding of IoT abuse as a whole. We fill this gap by performing a systematic crawl of online content related to IoT abuse (§ 3). Our results enable us to understand the many forms of IoT abuse (§ 4—§ 6), create a framework to conceptualize this broad problem (§ 7), and propose tailored solutions based on this framework (§ 8).

### 3 Collecting and Analyzing Web Content

IoT abuse is difficult to survey because many such cases are not formally reported to authorities, nor does a database of these incidents exist. We hypothesize that victim-survivors (and abusers) might share their experiences with smart devices online, making the web an informal archive of information about IoT abuse. Indeed, other work has collected similar data [18, 88]. Accordingly, we study IoT abuse by collecting and analyzing relevant web content.

#### 3.1 Search Query Generation

First, we did a preliminary Google search to understand what types of web pages we could find online. Using 19 queries like “spy on spouse smart home,” we found 55 relevant web pages, including several forum posts, news articles, and blog posts discussing specific IoT abuse incidents and potential ways smart IoT devices can be used for IPA. We also found anecdotes from abusers claiming abuse and blog posts on how to weaponize smart devices to catch a cheating spouse. These examples formed the basis of our search queries.

Next, we used these preliminary search results to build a set of seed queries. From the 55 web pages, we gathered 97 illustrative quotes such as “spurned husband uses Wi-Fi thermostat to take lingering, ghostly revenge.” Then, from these quotes, we extracted a list of relevant devices, actors, and verbs (e.g., “Wi-Fi thermostat,” “husband,” and “take revenge”). Finally, we merged these components into 50 query templates which combine different actors, devices, and verbs. For example, one template reads “spy on [actor] using [device].” To cover a wide range of relevant queries, we bolstered our list of devices with 55 popular devices reported by Ren et al. [65] and devices like “smart thermostat” which had appeared in news reports but were not in our preliminary search. In all, we combined 50 query templates, 78 devices, and 8 actors for a total of 21,897 seed queries.

Prior work has often used snowballing techniques to expand lists of search queries using automation [2, 18, 35]. Thus, we further expanded our set of queries with suggestions from Google. We submitted our 21,897 seed queries to the Google query suggestions service, analyzed the suggested queries, and filtered obviously irrelevant ones (e.g., queries about health tracking rather than tracking a target). We added suggested queries until we reached 25,000 search queries.

#### 3.2 Crawling Google Search Results

In October 2021, we searched Google using our 25,000 queries. We used Selenium [78] to query and Beautiful Soup [20] to parse the HTML pages. On average, we made two queries per second, which we believe had a negligible effect on Google’s regular operation. For each query, we recorded the title, URL, and snippet—a fragment of the page content, usually containing part of the search query—of all results shown on the first page of the Google search results (at most ten results per query).

In total, we collected 181,991 search results. Different search queries often yielded the same URLs; after removing duplicate search results from the dataset, we were left with 70,399 unique web pages hosted on 14,491 domains. For each unique web page, we downloaded the raw HTML and noted how popular the page was by computing the number of search queries which had returned that web page in the first page of results. As we will discuss, the most popular web pages were more likely to be relevant to our research.

---

2Not all queries contain both an agent and a device, resulting in less than $50 \times 78 \times 8 = 31,200$ queries. We share the actors, devices, and templates we used, along with our codebook, at https://go.wisc.edu/k7ai39p.
Appendix A contains more details of how we trained the classifier. We web pages from our dataset, of which 23% were relevant. We defined relevance as follows: a web page is relevant if it (1) mentions smart devices and (2) contains intentional, tech-enabled IPA. Under this definition, we trained a Random Forest classifier to identify relevant pages. Our training and testing data were pulled from a hand-labeled sample of 300 web pages from our dataset, of which 23% were relevant.

### 3.3 Filtering Irrelevant Web Pages

As with any web search, our search queries did not always return relevant web pages. For example, our search results contain several mobile spyware websites and general IoT product pages, which are not relevant to our precise research questions. Thus, the first step in our analysis was to filter out some of the irrelevant pages in our dataset.

We began by analyzing two distinct samples of web pages from our dataset: the 25 most popular web pages and a random sample of 25 web pages. We chose these pages to solidify our definition of relevance, but also to determine whether focusing on popular web pages might yield more relevant results than a random sample. Three authors read the web pages, marked which ones were relevant, and discussed the requirements for a web page to be relevant. We defined relevance as follows: a web page is relevant if it (1) mentions smart devices and (2) mentions intentional, tech-enabled IPA. Under this definition, only 3 web pages in the random sample were relevant (12%).

Based on our definition of relevance, we trained a Random Forest classifier to identify relevant pages. Our training and testing data were pulled from a hand-labeled sample of 300 web pages from our dataset, of which 23% were relevant. Appendix A contains more details of how we trained the classifier. Our final model had 80% accuracy with 93% recall, averaged across a five-fold cross-validation. The precision of the classifier was low (68%), but it helped us filter 44,113 web pages out of the 25 most popular (48%).

### 3.4 Qualitative Descriptive Analysis

Using the filtered web pages we collected, we aimed to understand and characterize the different forms of IoT abuse. Thus, we employed qualitative descriptive analysis, a technique “oriented toward summarizing the informational contents of data” [70]. To code individual pages, we used structural coding [69, Ch. 3]. We defined ten structural codes based not only on the data, but also on our a priori knowledge and research questions [67]; then, within each structural code, we generated subcodes organically from the data. By extracting information from the relevant web pages —e.g., the target of IPA, the technology discussed, method of IPA described—we produced a taxonomy of IoT abuse that explains our dataset.

#### Codebook Generation

We developed the structure of our codebook using the 25 most popular pages, plus a random sample of 25 pages (same as § 3.3). Three researchers made notes on the content of the web pages, then discussed notes to solidify the structural codes. Fig. 2 depicts the structural codes we defined, as well as some examples of sub-codes we generated later in the process. We gathered information about the type and topic of the page’s domain, the type of web page (e.g., forum post), and the IoT abuse mentioned in the page—the target of the IPA, the presence of real-world anecdotes, the strategies used to enact (or combat) IPA, the types of technology mentioned, and the motivations given.

Next, three researchers independently coded the 100 most popular web pages within these structural codes. We coded information about the domain by looking at the domain’s “About” section (or equivalent), and coded for page content by reading the page carefully. For most web pages, we focused on the main content of the page, excluding user comments; for forum posts, we coded both the original post as well as the first page of user replies. After this process was complete, we discussed as a group to resolve any disagreements and converged on a codebook.

#### Analyzing Web Pages

With this solidified codebook, three researchers independently coded the 100 most popular web pages within these structural codes. We coded information about the domain by looking at the domain’s “About” section (or equivalent), and coded for page content by reading the page carefully. For most web pages, we focused on the main content of the page, excluding user comments; for forum posts, we coded both the original post as well as the first page of user replies. After this process was complete, we discussed as a group to resolve any disagreements and converged on a codebook.

### 3.5 Analysis of Web Pages

#### Content Analysis

We designed our classifier to be conservative, with high recall and low precision, in order to avoid filtering out any relevant web pages. Thus, several irrelevant pages remained in the filtered dataset. To address this, before analyzing a web page, we first manually identified if the page was relevant by looking for references to smart devices and IPA in the page title, snippet, and content. If the page was irrelevant, we ignored it and moved onto the next result. Of the 320 total web pages we investigated during analysis (§ 3.4), 162 web pages (51%) were relevant (Fig. 3).
We selected these two forums because they were the top two were identified in the prior Google search. This is not surprising given the differences in the two search engines and the fact that the crawls were done 8 months apart. Next, we used our machine learning classifier and manual pruning to identify the 100 most popular relevant search results from the DuckDuckGo crawl. Of these 100 URLs, we had already analyzed 44 in the initial study; of the rest, 26 appeared in the Google crawl but were not a part of our sample. Though the total overlap was small, many of the most popular and relevant results remain constant across both crawls.

We analyzed the 56 new relevant results from the DuckDuckGo search using the method detailed in § 3.4. Nearly every result repeated the same IoT-abuse strategies we had already seen in our Google crawl and captured in our previous analysis. We found only one new IoT-abuse strategy, which uses smart speakers; we append this new strategy to our discussion of spying in § 5. Nevertheless, we already identified several other ways smart speakers can be used to spy, as shown in Fig. 5 and § 5. Our analysis of these DuckDuckGo crawl results emphasizes that though specific search results may differ across platforms, the overall takeaways from those results (i.e., the types of IoT-enabled abuse one can find information on) remain constant. Thus, we believe our Google crawl methodology provides a good representation of the IoT-enabled abuse strategies being discussed on the Internet.

### 3.6 Ethics & Limitations

Because all web content used in this study is publicly available, this study does not qualify for an IRB review. Even so, we are mindful that our work involves a vulnerable population: victim-survivors of interpersonal abuse. In particular, some of the forum posts might contain accounts of ongoing abuse. Thus, we do not collect any personally identifiable information such as names and email addresses, nor do we compile messages or posts from the same author in our data. To avoid providing potential abusers with an archive of IPA-related content, we do not publish the list of web pages we coded (though they may be shared with researchers on request) and use only IDs when referring to IPA-relevant web pages. We are aware that the paper’s content may itself provide ideas to potential abusers. However, a potential abuser may find the same information via Google Search. Similarly to prior influential papers (e.g., [18, 68]), the goal of this research is to raise awareness among stakeholders to prevent IoT abuse.

**Study limitations.** First, we rely on web pages for reports of IoT abuse and assume each reported incident on the web is accurate and truthful, which might not always be the case [47]. For example, some device manufacturers overstate their capabilities—a common attempt by spyware developers [18] to allure abusers—and several articles include results that mention potential ways that smart devices could be used to enact IPA. As long as they are plausible, we consider these devices and methods in our study. We do this to ensure that we learn as much as possible about how smart devices can be used for IPA, even if an abuse strategy is not widely re-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Web Pages</th>
<th>Reddit</th>
<th>Quora</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Domains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>70,399</td>
<td>1,956</td>
<td>1,373</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>14,491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filtered</td>
<td>26,286</td>
<td>945</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>8,402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigated</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Summary of the Google Search results through our initial crawl, filtering, sample, and final set of relevant results. The “Investigated” row refers to all pages we looked at during analysis, including those we manually labeled irrelevant.

Forums & comments. We noticed that web pages coming from forums often contained valuable first-hand anecdotes of IoT abuse. To dig deeper, we performed a separate analysis of web pages we had collected from Reddit and Quora. We selected these two forums because they were the top two general-purpose forums which appeared in our dataset (the filtered dataset contains 945 pages from Reddit and 195 pages from Quora). We thus investigated the top 50 most popular search results from both Reddit and Quora, using the same method and codebook as before. In total, 28 of the Reddit posts and 21 of the Quora posts were relevant (Fig. 3), bringing our total number of coded web pages to 162.

We also noticed that the web pages often contain relevant comments. Thus, we coded the comment sections of several pages. We scanned the top 100 most popular pages in our dataset and identified 32 which contained comment sections. Then, we coded the first page of the comment section, treating the collection of comments as another page in our dataset. In total, we coded 14 relevant comments sections (Fig. 3).

#### 3.5 Assessing Cross-Platform Saturation

Though Google has dominated the search engine market for years [43], it can be biased in coverage and ranking of web pages [30, 91]. To assess the generality of our results, we compared our taxonomy with a new set of web pages obtained via the DuckDuckGo search engine [21]. Using the same 25,000 queries as before, we crawled DuckDuckGo and extracted 87,666 unique search results. Out of these URLs, only 12% were identified in the prior Google search. This is not surprising given the differences in the two search engines and
We analyzed 320 Google Search results and identified 162 with the target to track their location continuously. We note we coded; we also found that others, including family members, roommates, neighbors, and hired workers (e.g., nannies), are regularly targets of IPA (Fig. 4). Our dataset contains 49 forum posts and 14 comment sections (Fig. 3). These pages revealed rich information about the smart devices used for interpersonal abuse and the specific ways abusers (ab)use these devices.

In the following sections, we refer to web pages using four types of IDs (Fig. 3). W### refers to a webpage from the top 500 most popular web pages; R## refers to a Reddit post; Q## refers to a Quora post; and C## refers to a comment section. Within each of these groups, IDs are in order of frequency (e.g., R01 is the most popular Reddit post).

The IPA mentioned in our search results is directed towards several targets. The most frequent by far is intimate partners, mentioned in 118 web pages (76%) we coded; we also found that others, including family members, roommates, neighbors, and hired workers (e.g., nannies), are regularly targets of IPA (Fig. 4). Our dataset contains informational pages aimed at raising awareness, pages advertising the use of covert spy devices, anecdotes from worried victim-survivors or potential abusers, news stories of real-life instances of IoT abuse, and more.

4 Overview: IoT Abuse in Our Dataset

We analyzed 320 Google Search results and identified 162 relevant web pages, including 49 forum posts and 14 comment sections (Fig. 3). These pages revealed rich information about the smart devices used for interpersonal abuse and the specific ways abusers (ab)use these devices.

5 IoT-Enabled Interpersonal Surveillance

We identified four ways that abusers surveil their targets with IoT devices: audio surveillance, video surveillance, location tracking, and accessing private data.

5.1 Audio Surveillance

Abusers regularly use smart devices such as smart speakers, AirPods, and smart TVs to eavesdrop on victim-survivors. This type of spying can include monitoring previously-recorded audio and even eavesdropping on a live conversation.

Using home control systems. Home control systems help users control different smart home devices from one place via voice or touch interfaces. Examples of these devices include smart speakers, such as Google Home, Nest Home, Amazon Echo, Echo Dot, and Echo Show, as well as smart home control tablets. These devices often record surrounding audio when they hear a wake-word such as “Alexa” [61]. In our search, we found that abusers can exploit this feature to spy on victim-survivors. For example, in one instance, a woman searched through the command history of her Amazon Echo to look for evidence that her partner was unfaithful (W053). Similarly, smart TVs (such as ones with inbuilt Alexa or Google Home apps) are equipped with microphones so users can interact with them using voice commands. Interactions with these smart TVs are recorded just like smart speakers, and abusers can use this capability for spying (W219).

On Alexa-enabled devices, a second feature that enables eavesdropping is Drop In [4]. Fourteen different pages that we coded note the dangerous potential of Drop In. The Drop In feature is meant to facilitate intercom-type communication; a user can “drop in” to any device they own (or on a device owned by a friend who pre-authorizes access) and immediately project their voice through the device and hear any response. However, because the receiving device automatically accepts the call, Drop In allows potential abusers to seamlessly eavesdrop using Alexa-enabled devices. The devices make a chime sound and flash a green light to announce to the surrounding users that Drop In is being used. However, these announcements may be easily missed if the device is quiet or muted (potentially by an abuser) or is not in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Count (%)</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Count (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intimate partner</td>
<td>118 (75.6%)</td>
<td>Guest</td>
<td>6 (3.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family member</td>
<td>20 (12.8%)</td>
<td>Employee</td>
<td>3 (1.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roommate</td>
<td>16 (10.3%)</td>
<td>Coworker</td>
<td>2 (1.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor</td>
<td>10 (6.4%)</td>
<td>Friend</td>
<td>2 (1.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hired worker</td>
<td>8 (5.1%)</td>
<td>Client</td>
<td>2 (1.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vague</td>
<td>13 (8.3%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Device</td>
<td>Discussed Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home control</td>
<td>Smart speaker</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control tablet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart appliances</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thermostat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Router</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kettle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smoke alarm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fridge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mattress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared-use devices</td>
<td>Doorbell</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Security camera</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General camera</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baby monitor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motion sensor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presence sensor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Garage door opener</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicles</td>
<td>Car</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Car accessory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking devices</td>
<td>Watch</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Item tracker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>Bluetooth headphones</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smart toy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal-use devices</td>
<td>Hidden camera</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spy drone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thermal camera</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Listening device</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Landline recorder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPS tracker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USB keylogger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Full spying:* Remote audio (●), video (●), and accessing private data (●).

*Limited spying:* Distance-limited audio/video spying (●), location tracking with stationary device (●).

*Harassment:* Disrupting the home environment (●), threatening physical safety (●), and manipulating private data (●).

*Abuse vectors* (discussed in § 7): Covert Spying (●), Unauthorized Access (●), Repurposing (●), Intended Use (●).

Figure 5: The smart devices found in our web crawl, along with their associated abuse strategies and abuse vectors (§ 7).

Unfortunately, Drop In is not the only way an abuser can use smart home control systems for live eavesdropping. One webpage discusses how an abuser can ask a smart speaker to call their phone, answer the call, and leave the line open to provide a live channel for eavesdropping (DuckDuckGo result D14; see § 3.5). In another instance, an abuser was found guilty of eavesdropping on a victim-survivor through a wall-mounted iPad they used to control their smart home. He was able to do so by connecting to the microphone on the iPad through an app on his phone (W005, W110).

Using AirPods and Apple Watches. AirPods, Apple’s wireless Bluetooth headphones, have a “Live Listen” feature [41] which allows the user to listen to sound coming through the microphone of their paired iPhone. This feature is meant to facilitate conversation in noisy areas or across a large room—unfortunately, it also allows an abuser to place their phone near the victim-survivor, walk away, and listen to the sounds picked up by the phone (R23). This approach is limited: the abuser must be physically present to place the device, then must remain in Bluetooth range (around 40 meters [15]). The phone’s lock screen also indicates that Live Listen is on. Nevertheless, these physical limitations are trivial for abusers who live with their target, and the abuser can hide the Live Listen notification by simply placing it face-down.

An Apple Watch, too, can be converted into a subtle eavesdropping device. Watch-compatible apps like Just Press Record [77] allow a user to press a button and record audio using the Watch (W216). Further, before Apple updated it in
2019, Apple Watch’s Walkie Talkie feature [42] allowed users to connect to a contact’s iPhone and listen to sound picked up by its microphone (W215). Fortunately, the updated Walkie Talkie feature requires each user to press and hold a button on the Watch in order to send audio during a call [42].

**Using other smart home devices.** While cameras are primarily used for video surveillance (§ 5.2), some also have audio recording capabilities. For instance, smart video-enabled doorbells such as Ring can be used to listen to conversations remotely—in one web page, the author described how he used a Ring to listen to his partner outside the door (W047). We also found that smart toys can have audio recording capabilities, like Hello Barbie (now discontinued), which used natural language processing to have basic conversations with children. With this type of toy, abusers could remotely listen to victim-survivors without their knowledge (W57, W67).

Using covert audio recording technologies. Lastly, abusers use listening devices designed for spying (a.k.a. “bugs”) to surveil victim-survivors. In one Quora answer, the author describes how a family member placed a recording device in her husband’s truck to prove he was cheating (Q16). These devices are sometimes disguised as everyday objects such as pens, key fobs, thumb drives, and tissue boxes (W001, W64, W184), making them more difficult for victim-survivors to detect. Abusers may also hide a listening device in a child’s toy (W086); if the victim-survivor and abuser share custody of a child, the abuser can surveil the victim-survivor this way without having physical access to the victim-survivor’s home.

### 5.2 Video Surveillance

Video surveillance, the most prevalent form of spying we observed, appears in 94 pages we analyzed (58%). Abusers use many types of cameras—security cameras, baby monitors, video doorbells, etc.—and even devices like Apple Watches to spy on victim-survivors with and without their knowledge.

Using security and home control systems. Abusers regularly use video-enabled devices like doorbells, security cameras, and Amazon Echo Show displays to surveil victim-survivors. Doorbells and security cameras can not only allow remote viewing, but they can also record (and notify) if a certain activity is detected, such as the presence of a human. Additionally, on Echo Show devices, the aforementioned Drop In feature can also provide video surveillance. Echo Show devices have an inbuilt camera and video display, so abusers can use Drop In to not only eavesdrop on audio but also see through the device’s camera. Alexa-enabled smart TVs also allow video surveillance through this Drop In feature.

These devices are typically present in the home and known to the victim-survivor, but it is hard to detect when they are being used to spy. As mentioned earlier, Amazon devices give little notification when Drop In is used, and victim-survivors who notice the notification may not know what it means. Ring Doorbells and security cameras often do not provide any notification on the device when the live feed is viewed remotely, leaving victim-survivors unaware of surveillance. For example, a Reddit post reads, “I think my husband is spying on me. How can I tell when he is watching on the indoor camera?” (R35). Detecting spying activities on these devices is a difficult problem (§ 8).

Using covert cameras. In addition to overt cameras, 42 web pages discuss surveillance via hidden cameras, including cameras designed for spying, discreetly-placed security cameras, and even stealthy baby monitors. Fourteen pages go so far as to recommend that abusers use hidden cameras to catch a cheating spouse (e.g., W001, W007). One such camera is a “spy drone,” or a drone with a built-in video camera: for example, one unsuspecting woman at a backyard barbecue looked up and saw a drone piloted by her ex-husband (W219). Additionally, abusers have been known to purchase security cameras and baby monitors, then place them out of view to use as a hidden camera. One such abuser asks on Quora: “What should I do? My girlfriend found my security camera in her apartment” (Q19). In contrast to the previous section, once the victim-survivor uncovers one of these devices, its presence is immediately concerning; thus, detection is crucial.

Using Apple Watches. Though less common, pages also documented the use of Apple Watches for video surveillance. While in Bluetooth range of its paired iPhone, an Apple Watch can use the Camera Remote feature [40] to open the phone’s camera app and see the current video feed (W218, R27). If the victim-survivor discovers the phone, they only see that the camera app is open; they have no way to tell that the abuser is watching the camera feed through their Apple Watch.

### 5.3 Location Tracking

Beyond audio and video surveillance, abusers use IoT devices to track victim-survivors’ movements. Our results surfaced two types of location tracking: precise location tracking via GPS or Bluetooth mesh networks (e.g., [38]) and tracking the victim-survivor’s proximity to a device, like a doorbell.

Using dual-use tracking devices. In our dataset, we found many instances of abusers using benign tracking devices to spy. Item trackers like Tile and AirTag provide abusers with an easy, affordable, and discreet way to track someone’s location without their knowledge. Like AirTags, AirPods and Apple Watches are also connected to the Find My [38] network to help users find lost devices; as a result, abusers also repurpose these devices to track victim-survivors. For example, R30 reads, “My Ex connected to my AirPod [P]ros the other day and is using them to track me. How do I stop this?”

While AirTags (and other Find My devices) can only communicate through nearby Apple devices, other tracking devices (e.g., GPS-enabled pet trackers (W204)) often have a GPS sensor to identify their location and a Mobile LTE connection to share location data. Abusers with access to this type of device can track the victim-survivor’s whereabouts while
they go out, say, for a dog walk. Although this seems like a short period of tracking, it can be dangerous; an abuser could use this information to confront the victim-survivor while they are outside, without home locks or security systems to protect them.

**Using covert tracking devices.** Among the web pages we coded, 38 mention the use of covert GPS trackers to monitor victim-survivors. Unlike covert audio recorders and cameras, these devices are not usually camouflaged as everyday objects; instead, they are meant to be hidden from view entirely. In our results, we observed that abusers often attach tracking devices to victim-survivors’ vehicles or hide them inside teddy bears and other toys (W139, W161). As long as the victim-survivor is ignorant of the tracker’s presence, this provides the abuser with fine-grained location tracking. Spy drones can also provide discreet location tracking if an abuser uses the drone to follow the victim-survivor from a distance (W154).

**Using smart vehicles and accessories.** While covert tracking devices are being used to track cars, many smart vehicles provide inbuilt GPS tracking capabilities, often via mobile applications which allow remote tracking. Abusers regularly exploit these technologies to track victim-survivors. In many cases, victim-survivors and abusers share ownership of a car, or the abuser is the sole owner (e.g., if the abuser is a parent). Therefore, the abuser can have easy access to information about the car’s location on the app, even if the abuser is no longer in the victim-survivor’s life. For example, one woman’s husband bought her a Tesla, then used the app to track her location (W029).

Not just cars, but also their accessories can be used to track a victim-survivor. EZ-Pass devices [33], for example, are designed for electronic toll collection, so the driver does not have to stop to pay tolls. Information from a car’s EZ-Pass can help an abuser identify different tolls and highways the victim-survivor has traveled on, providing clues about their location history (W050). Abusers also leverage GPS-enabled vehicle tracking devices which can be attached to a car’s on-board diagnostic (OBD) ports to track its location (W219).

**Using security systems and smart appliances.** More locally, an abuser can use smart home clues to tell whether a victim-survivor is in the house and identify their habits. With access to devices like smart locks, motion sensors, security tabs, and video doorbells, an abuser can tell when the victim-survivor enters or leaves the house by monitoring when they trigger motion sensors, open smart locks, or appear in the doorbell’s video feed. This is dangerous information that allows the abuser to plan a time to harass the victim-survivor or to enter the house while the victim-survivor is away (R18). Even data from appliances and furniture can reveal a victim-survivor’s movement: if the abuser has access to data from devices like a thermostat, light, fridge, or even a smart mattress, they can tell when the victim-survivor is arriving home for the day, heading to bed, or having a meal (e.g., W005, W036).

### 5.4 Accessing Other Private Data

Smart home devices collect a wealth of private information about their users, including a person’s health, activities, habits, and more. Unfortunately, they may also provide abusers with this data. With access to the doorbell, an abuser can monitor visitors to the house, which can be dangerous for both the victim-survivor and the visitors. This is especially true when the abuser is motivated by suspicions of infidelity. Health tracking devices also hold very private information: smart watches capture heart rate and other fitness/movement stats, while smart mattresses capture data on sleep and other activity in the bed. Unfortunately, abusers can use this data maliciously. For example, they might track the activity on a watch or a mattress to monitor for signs of cheating: one woman “caught an ex-boyfriend cheating when their synced exercise devices informed her that he was, ‘active’” late at night (W065). One smart mattress, the Smarttress, is even explicitly marketed for uncovering infidelity (W045).

Home control devices like smart speakers and routers hold even more information. Routers can enable abusers to monitor a victim-survivor’s browsing activity (R11). An abuser might use this capability to find out if the victim-survivor is trying to seek help, for example. Smart speakers are additionally connected to Amazon, Google, or other accounts and therefore can have access to a victim-survivor’s to-do lists, reminders, shopping lists, music, etc.—information that is typically private, but can be easily accessed by another person in the home through the speaker. For example, the author of web page W051 placed an Echo speaker in the living room he shared with roommates. Later, he learned they could access his calendar, reminders, etc., and could also manipulate this data (as we describe in § 6.3).

### 6 IoT-Enabled Interpersonal Harassment

Smart devices are not just for spying but also for interpersonal harassment. As detailed in this section, harassment via smart devices can be psychologically taxing and even physically dangerous for victim-survivors.

#### 6.1 Disrupting the Home Environment

The opportunities for harassment via smart home devices unfortunately seem limitless. We identified eleven devices, including nearly every smart appliance we identified, which can be used to harass victim-survivors by disrupting the smart home environment (Fig. 5). Our dataset contained two types of disruptions: those aimed at disturbing the victim-survivor’s surroundings and those aimed at creating barriers for the victim-survivor.

**Uncontrollable surroundings.** We found several examples of abusers misusing smart home devices in order to disrupt the victim-survivor’s environment. Abusers change the temperature with smart thermostats (R01), turn lights on and off...
We discuss this and other abuse vectors we investigated (R41). Without WiFi, some victim-survivors could implant AirTags in a wall he was repairing, then later ping the AirTag to harass victim-survivors. Abusers can use smart plugs (usually the abuser) to take control (W005). Combined with the environmental disruptions discussed above, this lack of control could be detrimental to an individual’s well-being. The same abuser would also be able to bypass home security and enter the home of the victim-survivor at any time. So can an abuser with access to a smart garage door opener such as myQ [60], which allows the abuser to open the garage door remotely using a smartphone app (W047, R21).

Smart vehicles are also very dangerous under an abuser’s control. With access to the victim-survivor’s car or associated app (e.g., the Tesla app [82]), an abuser can control the car’s temperature, horn, lights, and locking mechanisms. This access could allow the abuser to disrupt the car’s internal environment while the victim-survivor is driving, potentially creating a dangerous level of distraction. Further, web pages mention that an abuser can exploit a car’s computer system (à la [32]) or use external devices to gain access to critical systems like the brakes and the fuel supply (W108, W219). When we investigated whether the latter devices do exist, we found numerous remote kill switches for car batteries [3, 6] and even a device marketed for spying which can reportedly disable the car’s ignition remotely, in addition to tracking its GPS location [79]. This type of access could give an abuser the power to prevent a victim-survivor from fleeing or, in the worst case, to cause an accident.

6.3 Manipulating Private Data

An abuser may use the access provided by a smart speaker to create unwanted reminders, appointments, or alarms. As W051 reports, “I linked the Echo to my own Amazon account [...] As my roommates learned—once they discovered the new device after the living room TV accidentally triggered Alexa—they could speak any number of commands to the Echo to f*** with me.” Abusers may also add things to a victim-survivor’s shopping list, or worse, make unauthorized purchases that the victim-survivor must cover (W051, W099). Manipulating private data in these ways could only add to a victim-survivor’s distress, and unauthorized purchases could exacerbate existing financial abuse.

6.4 Psychological Control

In tandem with the above methods of IoT-enabled harassment, abusers employ several psychological tactics to further manipulate victim-survivors. First, smart devices enable abusers to easily gaslight victim-survivors by “denial, misdirection, contradiction and lying to destabilize a victim-survivor” (W207). An abuser may gaslight the victim-survivor by repeatedly disrupting the home environment while pretending it is the victim-survivor’s fault. For example, the abuser could change the code for the front door lock, persuade the victim-survivor that they simply forgot the right code, and change the code again the next day (W207). Another example of gaslighting is Q34, where the author writes, “While organizing the house, I discovered that my boyfriend had hidden a webcam. This was after weeks of me having a feeling of being watched, feeling...
unsafemy own home and him telling me I was just being paranoid.” This type of psychological abuse can make the victim-survivor question what they are experiencing and can take a substantial psychological toll.

An abuser may also use their abuse as a way to assert power over the victim-survivor. For instance, web page W005 reads, “If one person is the account administrator of everyday items like the heating system and washing machine, they can each be used as tools of coercion and control.” Further, abusers may use smart devices to collect evidence of a survivor’s drug use or extramarital relationships, compounding the abuse with potential legal implications (W139). These psychological tactics only exacerbate the abuse enabled by smart devices.

7 The Abuse Vectors Framework

Our analysis surfaced many troubling strategies for IoT-enabled spying and harassment. Here, we synthesize recurring themes in the ways abusers use smart devices to abuse others. Using three simple axes, we divide abuse strategies into a set of abuse vectors, which we visualize as a decision tree (Fig. 6). Our novel framework simplifies the complex ecosystem of IoT abuse and reveals a set of necessary solutions.

7.1 Axes of Consideration

Based on our findings, we divide abuse strategies along three axes: covertness, ownership, and functionality.

Covertness. Covertness refers to whether or not the victim is aware of the physical presence of the device used for abuse. We consider a device covert if the victim is unaware of the device’s presence or if the victim is aware the device exists but does not know its location. Anything else—the victim’s personal devices, any device the victim shares with others in the house, someone else’s personal device that the victim knows about (e.g., the abuser’s Apple Watch)—is overt.

Ownership. The abuser needs access to the IoT devices to carry out spying or harassment. However, abusers often access devices they do not own and, therefore, should not have control over them. We say that an abuser is an owner (or co-owner) of a device if it is one of the abuser’s personal devices or is a device shared with others in the abuser’s home.

Functionality. Although smart devices are typically designed with a primary functionality, such as capturing video feed (for cameras) or changing the temperature remotely (for thermostats), many have secondary functionalities that an abuser could exploit for abuse. To tell if an abuser is using a device’s primary functionality, we ask: would the device still be usable if we remove that functionality? For instance, consider an abuser who uses a security camera to capture video of someone. If we were to remove the video capture functionality of the security camera, it would no longer be usable. Thus, this is an example of the abuser (ab)using the device’s pri-
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Figure 6: Decision tree of the four abuse vectors we observed.

mary functionality. An example of an abuser using secondary functionality is an abuser who uses Apple AirPods to track their victim’s location; if Apple removed the location tracking functionality, AirPods would still be able to fulfill their primary function as headphones. When abusers use a secondary functionality, we call it repurposing.

7.2 Abuse Vectors

Based on combinations of these three axes, we characterize the methods used for IPA in four abuse vectors. Similarly to an attack vector, an abuse vector denotes the mechanism or path used by the abuser to conduct the IPA. Based on the abuse methods we observed in our dataset, we define four abuse vectors: Covert Spying (C), Unauthorized Access (U), Repurposing (R), and Intended Use (I), named to indicate the dominant property of each vector.

Fig. 6 presents the four abuse vectors as a decision tree based on the three axes, while Fig. 5 shows the different vectors associated with each type of smart device. Importantly, depending on the situation, smart devices can be involved in several abuse vectors.

Covert Spying. A repeating theme in our results has been the difference between abuse via overt devices and abuse via covert devices. If abuse occurs using a covert device, we call this the Covert Spying vector. We found several instances of covert spying using devices designed for being stealthy such as hidden cameras, listening devices, and GPS trackers (as noted in Fig. 5), as well as devices not designed for spying but which can nevertheless be hidden (e.g., security cameras, baby monitors, and AirTags). One example of covert harassment came up in the early stages of our search—the abuser hid an AirTag in the victim’s wall, then pinged it repeatedly to annoy them [92]—but this was not a recurring theme in our results.

Unauthorized Access. When an abuser uses a device that is not covert, we have three possible vectors. The Unauthorized Access vector describes when the abuser utilizes a device they do not own and should not have access to at the time of the abuse. One example is R01, where the abuser moved out of their ex-partner’s house but was still able to manipulate her thermostat. The abuser might have been an owner of the device in the past—perhaps when the abuser lived in the house—but after the physical access to the house is “revoked,”
the digital access to the smart home should also be revoked.

**Repurposing.** The Repurposing vector describes when an abuser is the owner of an overt device and leverages a secondary functionality of the device (i.e., repurposes the device) for conducting IPA. This is a less common vector because, as we will discuss, many smart devices allow abusers to enact IPA using their primary functionalities. Examples of the Repurposing vector in action include using an Apple Watch as an audio and video surveillance device or using Echo Drop In to eavesdrop on private conversations.

**Intended Use.** The final abuse vector—and the trickiest to overcome—is Intended Use. This vector describes when an abuser uses an overt device that they own and uses the device's primary functionality for IPA. We call this the Intended Use vector because in this vector, abusers are able to commit IoT abuse by using the device essentially as it was intended by the manufacturer (e.g., by using a thermostat to change the temperature). We observed copious examples of this vector: abusers using security cameras to surveil victims, using thermostats to turn the temperature too low, using an AirTag to track a victim, and more. This vector often occurs when the abuser has sole control over shared devices or brings a device into the home without the victim’s consent (e.g., R02), but it can also involve devices both parties agreed to purchase.

8 Discussion

Through a systematic crawl of online content, we identified a large set of IoT devices involved in abusive situations (Fig. 5) and the strategies abusers use to enact IoT abuse using these devices (§ 5 and § 6). In § 7, we defined four abuse vectors that characterize this vast problem. Moving forward, these vectors—Covert Spying, Unauthorized Access, Repurposing, and Intended Use—are a powerful lens to conceptualize IoT abuse and the interventions required to combat it.

One reason the abuse vectors are helpful is that they reveal which features of smart devices enable unique forms of IPA. First, many smart devices are uniquely integrated in the survivor’s physical space. This allows for an unprecedented level of harassment; abusers can control not only a person’s digital world, but the physical world they inhabit. Second, shared smart devices assume by default that all parties who share the device are non-adversarial, making it difficult to restrict access to abusers who live with the survivor or to revoke access when needed (hence, Unauthorized Access). Finally, smart devices are often designed to monitor (e.g., cameras, smart speakers, GPS trackers) or control surroundings (e.g., locks, thermostats, lights) for some legitimate purpose such as convenience. However, these exact capabilities can also be misused by an abuser in the Intended Use vector.

While our abuse vectors framework is useful on its own, it can also extend or be used in tandem with prior work. For instance, Slupska and Tanczer [74] demonstrate how IoT device manufacturers can identify opportunities for IoT abuse during the design process. Our framework clarifies which features may be potentially problematic; to evaluate whether their device enables the Covert Spying vector, for example, manufacturers should identify whether their device can be easily hidden. As another example, the abuse vectors can be used in tandem with Matthews et al.’s framework [57] and reveal further patterns: in their Life Apart phase, for example, an abuser is less likely to own devices within the survivor’s home, meaning the Covert Spying and Unauthorized Access vectors are most concerning.

**Paths to mitigation.** To tackle IoT abuse, we need a concrete plan on how to protect IPA survivors from all of these vectors. Here, we consider the fundamental challenges to mitigating each vector and lay a path for future work.

Though it was not a focus of our study, we noticed that several web pages included suggestions for mitigating IoT abuse. Appendix B summarizes the types of suggestions we found. More research should look into the accuracy and usefulness of online suggestions for combating IoT abuse.

8.1 Mitigating Covert Spying

To prevent covert spying, three directions are needed: (a) creating effective tools to detect hidden devices, (b) preventing the sale of spy devices on mainstream retailers, and (c) preventing dual-use devices like AirTags from being easily used for covert spying.

**Design effective detection tools.** The key feature of the Covert Spying vector is that the devices are hidden from the victim-survivor. As a result, the necessary solution for Covert Spying is an accurate and usable detection tool. Unfortunately, survivors currently have limited options for detection tools. Prior work has attempted to detect hidden cameras [17, 19, 72] and other hidden devices [64, 72]. However, these works often cover only one type of device (such as those which communicate over WiFi), and no studies have evaluated whether academic detection tools are usable for concerned survivors. Additionally, several of our search results discussed commercial tools for find hidden devices (e.g., using mobile apps or off-the-shelf devices; see Appendix B), but we are not aware of any research investigating their efficacy. Future studies should validate the usability and effectiveness of existing detection tools in the context of IPA.

**Prevent the sale of spy devices.** In the Covert Spying vector, abusers often utilize devices that were designed for spying. These devices are available for sale on websites dedicated to spying activities (e.g., [79]); however, several results (e.g., W001, W044) also link to dedicated spy devices being distributed on mainstream marketplaces such as Amazon. Many are marketed as a stealthy way to “Keep An Eye On Your Unfaithful Partner” (W044). Retailers should remove such products from their platforms as soon as possible and ensure that sellers do not advertise their devices for an IPA use.
case in the future. The security research community could encourage this action by studying and raising alarms about the availability of spy devices on large online retailers.

**Make dual-use devices discoverable.** On the other hand, abusers leverage dual-use devices such as webcams and AirTags for covert surveillance. These dual-use devices often fail to “announce” their presence, meaning they can be hidden without much effort. Thus, vendors who do not intend their devices to be used for covert spying should provide ways to easily detect the presence of these devices in the vicinity and specify steps to disable them. For example, Apple—for public outcry—added a feature to AirTags to not only alert a user if they are being stalked but also to find the device by providing directional search [13, 39]. Manufacturers could follow Apple’s lead by implementing announcements for their devices which are noticeable to users (e.g., lights or sound) and/or invisible to users (e.g., Bluetooth packets).

Though they would provide clear benefits to survivors, these announcements must be designed with care. One issue is that the goal of making devices more discoverable may be at odds with the original purpose of the device, such as theft prevention. When this is the case, users may devise creative methods to get around device announcements; for example, in response to Apple’s anti-stalking features, users started selling modified AirTags with their speakers disabled, which muted the audible safety alerts [44, 54]. Further, though, the manufacturers themselves may undermine their own anti-stalking protections. In 2022, Tile introduced their Scan and Secure feature [85], which allows users to scan for unknown Tiles nearby; then, in 2023, Tile added Anti-Theft mode [86], which users can enable to prevent their Tile device from showing up in Scan and Secure. As this saga illustrates, manufacturers must strike a difficult balance between protecting users from the Covert Spying vector and preserving the intended use case of these devices. Tile’s approach, which requires that Anti-Theft users must provide identification and agree to share personal information with law enforcement if stalking is suspected, indicates that the way forward may be to enable anti-stalking features by default and introduce hurdles for disabling these features.

### 8.2 Mitigating Unauthorized Access

In the Unauthorized Access vector, abusers leverage access to a device they should not be able to control. Thus, this vector necessitates changes to access control protocols on IoT devices. The first step is making it easier for users to recognize a need to revoke access and to perform the revocation. In tandem, legislation should be updated to support victim-survivors in this situation.

**Make access revocation easier.** In the current paradigm of IoT access control, shared devices remain shared unless one user takes action to revoke another’s access. Unfortunately, users do not always realize that they are responsible for revoking access. For example, in R01, when the abuser moved out of their ex-partner’s house, the ex-partner did not revoke the abuser’s access to the thermostat. Better consumer education on proper access control and authentication procedures will help with this. More practically, though, researchers should investigate how devices could reduce the burden on the individual by detecting when access might need to be revoked, perhaps by identifying users who have not been present in the house for a certain amount of time. We foresee studies which collaborate with users to identify (1) how to tell when a user should no longer have access to smart devices and (2) how best to raise this concern with the user.

Once users identify the need to revoke access, it should be easy for them to do so. Though we did not find evidence that current revocation mechanisms are hard to use, vendors should ensure that users can easily manage access to their devices by providing usable, fine-grained device-sharing mechanisms. For example, August Lock provides the option to invite users, set different access levels, and easily revoke access when needed [7]. If these sharing mechanisms are not provided, users may use less controllable methods, such as sharing the credentials for a single account.

**Provide legal options.** Even when survivors take the correct steps to revoke access, their attempts can be futile. For example, one story depicts a man who changed the password on his Ring Doorbell twice, only to find out that his ex-partner could still access the device (W080). Amazon claimed that access should have been revoked after an hour, but this did not happen. In these situations, legislation can provide another way for survivors to take back control. For example, in New York State, courts can now order an abuser to “refrain from remotely controlling any connected devices affecting the home, vehicle or property of the person protected by the order” [1]. However, this provision is rarely used in practice [46]. Security researchers need to collaborate with legislators to (a) encourage the use of this provision in New York State and (b) advocate for similar legislation in other states.

### 8.3 Mitigating Repurposing

To prevent abusers from repurposing a device’s secondary functionality, device manufacturers need to identify ways that their device could be misused, then close those gaps. For example, to prevent users from abusing Apple Watch’s Camera Remote function, Apple could show a clear notification on the phone and show the camera feed for only a short time on the Watch. Moving forward, manufacturers should pinpoint risky auxiliary functionalities in the design stage before a device is released to customers. The research community could spur this effort by studying potentially harmful secondary functionalities in existing devices.
8.4 Mitigating Intended Use

The Intended Use vector is a difficult problem to solve. Manufacturers cannot just identify and remove the functionality used for abuse, as with the Repurposing vector, nor can victim-survivors simply revoke an abuser’s access. Mitigations should include new access controls that prevent a single person from monopolizing control over devices in the home and designing notifications and logs for smart devices that reveal abusive activity.

**Guarantee access to all users in the home.** One potential solution is to make it more difficult to operate smart devices without the consent and control of all users in the house. Towards this goal, Zeng and Roesner [95] prototyped a system that enables fine-grained access control, such as the option to restrict users from controlling smart devices unless they are physically near the device. However, as Zeng and Roesner emphasize, access controls in an adversarial environment are inherently dual-use—the same capabilities that could prevent an abuser from remotely manipulating smart devices could also enable an abuser to assert control by restricting the victim-survivor’s power over devices [95]. Future iterations of these protocols will need to be designed with this risk in mind.

**Improve notifications.** Smart devices must provide clear and understandable notifications about their activity, especially when they are collecting data and sharing that data live with a remote party (e.g., an abuser). Currently, there is no industry standard for such notifications. A particularly concerning example is Amazon Echo’s Drop In feature. To indicate Drop In has started, the device plays a quick chime sound, and the lights turn green, but it does not say anything about who is “dropping in.” Users unaware of the feature would be confused about what is going on and might therefore miss the subtle notification [63] or even brush it off as just another erroneous trigger [71]. Researchers should work to design notifications for smart devices which are clear and useful without overwhelming the user.

**Create easily accessible logs.** The aforementioned notifications might not be feasible for some IoT devices, such as smart plugs or kettles. To provide transparency, these devices must keep an activity log and allow authenticated users to view the logs easily. Currently, smart devices have minimal logging—for example, Google’s Nest Thermostat keeps detailed logs, including the users who initiated changes, but only for the past 10 days [31, 52]. Other devices like Philips Hue light bulbs have no easily-accessible logs, leaving some users to devise their own logging scripts [8, 87]. Victim-survivors of IoT abuse are therefore left with few resources when investigating and understanding the abuse they are experiencing.

To best help survivors of IPA, the security community should work to design effective logs for smart devices. These logs could be a lifeline for a victim-survivor of IPA by providing concrete evidence of abuse to use in legal proceedings or simply by validating the victim-survivor’s experience. However, on the other hand, the transparency provided by activity logging capabilities could enable an abuser with another way to track the victim-survivor’s presence and activity in the house. Researchers must work to design activity logs for smart devices which provide transparency to victim-survivors while minimizing the potential for abusers to misuse the logs for further surveillance.

8.5 Additional Mitigations

As we have discussed, many smart devices can easily be repurposed for abuse. Frustratingly, it is likely that these devices’ potential for abuse would have been obvious to victim-survivors had they been consulted in the design process. Thus, while designing smart devices, it is integral that device manufacturers consider an IPA threat model (such as the one created by Slupska and Tanczer [74]) and consult IPA victim-survivors and advocates in order to carefully evaluate the risk of their devices being used to harm others. This paper illustrates what can happen when manufacturers do not appropriately consider the threat of IPA during design.

In addition, our results stressed the importance of individual IoT knowledge in detecting and preventing IoT abuse (e.g., W057, W067). Toward creating awareness of the capabilities and risks of IoT devices, policymakers should enforce that device manufacturers release a statement about what harms the device could cause in the context of IPA and what steps they have taken to reduce that harm. These statements could be appended to the existing concept of privacy nutrition labels [24]. This way, individuals can be well-informed about how their devices may be misused.

9 Conclusion

Smart devices provide convenience, efficiency, security, and other benefits to users and thus are gaining fast adoption in the US and worldwide. But, unfortunately, as our findings show, they also enable a new class of tech-enabled interpersonal abuse (IPA). Through a systematic study of web content, we uncovered evidence that 32 types of smart devices are being used to spy and harass IPA victim-survivors, often in surprising ways. Then, we defined four abuse vectors—Covert Spying, Unauthorized Access, Repurposing, and Intended Use—which characterize the ways IoT devices are being used for interpersonal surveillance and harassment. We outlined the primary challenges and potential mitigations for each vector in our framework. Tackling this new variant of tech-enabled IPA will require a multi-pronged approach from many stakeholders, including policymakers, device manufacturers, and, importantly, the research community. It is our responsibility to work to mitigate IoT-enabled IPA and make smart devices safer for everyone.
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A Additional Details of Classifier

Training data. Our training data consisted of (a) the 100 most popular results in our sample and (b) a random sample of 200 results, all hand-labeled for relevance. Of these 300 results, 26 had broken URLs or otherwise rejected automatic analysis; we used the other 274 labeled results to train a Random Forest classifier. 23% of the training data was relevant.

Feature selection. When creating feature sets for our results, we first extracted the text from the HTML source code,
then cleaned the text by removing white space, empty lines, numbers, URLs, and punctuation. We then used a normalized bag-of-n-grams model to represent each page. Using feature importance testing with Naive Bayes, we identified the 100 most important n-grams (1 ≤ n ≤ 3) in the training data (e.g., “camera hidden”, “hidden spy”, and “husband cheating”). We combined these 100 features with manually-selected features: 48 smart devices found during preliminary coding, 888 IoT devices from [36], 8 IPV keywords (e.g., “spy”, “eavesdrop”, “snoop”), and flags for the top ten domains. In all, we used 1054 features.

Training the classifier. We trained binary classification models using multiple algorithms, such as Linear Regression, Decision Tree, and Naive Bayes; the Random Forest model performed the best overall. We iteratively tuned the class weights and desired threshold to find a combination that had the desired recall (> 95%) while maintaining good precision; this way, we would be sure to capture most of the true relevant results. Our final classifier used a threshold of 0.12 (as opposed to 0.5) and class weights of 4:1 (relevant:irrelevant). The training and testing accuracy were 89% and 80% respectively, whereas the precision and recall on the test data were 58% and 93% (respectively).

B Suggestions on the Web for Mitigating IoT-Enabled Abuse

In our search, we found several articles presenting ideas for how victims and stakeholders can deal with abuse via smart devices. Here, we highlight mitigation strategies victims might find online and discuss how, in general, they are not very effective. We remind the reader that though these anti-IoT-abuse strategies are a rich finding, we did not explicitly search for such results in our web crawl. Thus, a dedicated study is needed to further explore this angle.

Detecting surveillance devices. Twelve search results center around finding hidden spy devices (e.g., W006, W042). A victim searching for help on these pages would find suggestions like manually searching the environment (R006), using apps designed for detecting spy devices (W006, W052), using RF detectors or high-end hidden camera detectors (W048, W052), or even hiring professional contractors (W123). Detection is quite a challenging problem, and these suggestions are unfortunately not a satisfying solution. Manual searching is unlikely to be effective due to the miniature size and camouflage appearance of many covert spy devices and may do more harm than good by instilling paranoia. Further, prior work has not confirmed the effectiveness of existing apps or tools designed for detecting hidden devices. If the devices are faulty, they may raise false alarms, or worse, leave victims with a false sense of security.

Resetting devices. To remove an abuser’s remote control over a device, many results say that victims should simply unplug the device (W008). While this is an effective solution, it also prevents the victim from using the device at all, which is not an option for core devices in the home like locks and thermostats. It will also be easy for an abuser to notice, potentially inspiring escalated abuse (W011). Alternatively, 12 results suggest resetting devices to factory defaults (e.g., W024). Resetting devices alone will not solve a victim’s problems in most cases. If the abuser is connected directly to the device and not an account (e.g., if the abuser has connected to the victim’s AirPods), resetting the device should mitigate the issue. However, oftentimes the abuser’s access is via the account associated with that device; it is possible they know the credentials or that they were added as a user on that account (e.g., by being invited as a guest on an August Lock [7]). In this case, resetting the device will be futile unless the victim also revokes this access—for example, by changing the account password—or uses a different account altogether. Fortunately, several results note the importance of these types of account changes (e.g., W047).

Changing the WiFi. Since devices are usually connected via the home WiFi network, changing the WiFi name (SSID) and/or password would remove the devices from the network. This will likely disable their functionality (R18), including any hidden or malicious WiFi-connected devices. However, this also means a victim would have to reconnect all of their smart devices back to the WiFi, which can be frustrating and even dangerous if some safety-critical smart devices—such as a smart lock or Ring Doorbell, which are recommended for a victim’s safety after separation (W126, [66])—are disconnected. It is also possible that the device being used for abuse is not WiFi-connected (e.g., AirTags, AirPods, and most covert spy devices), meaning changing the WiFi is unhelpful.

Changing device settings. More subtle changes involve reducing the device’s functionality by, for example, muting the microphones (W002). These types of changes walk the line between usability and “abusability”: for instance, muting a device’s microphone indeed prevents audio surveillance, but it also removes the user’s ability to use voice commands. For smart speakers, some results suggest victims should delete the command history (W008) or change the device’s wake word (W051). Deleting the command history regularly can be cumbersome and diminish the benefit of having a smart speaker. Changing the wake word—to one of the few possible wake words available to choose from [5]—may only temporarily disrupt an abuser in the house.